A Look Inside JFA’s New Dialogue Brochure
Pictured: Pages 1-5 and 8-9 of the 12-Page Brochure

It’s perhaps a simple thing
to acknowledge the
practical and emotional
complexity involved in
every unintended
pregnancy, but it makes a
big impression on the
person who is wrestling
with the question of
abortion for the first time.
It shows that we have
thought about and talked
about the issue enough to
recognize the obvious facts.

The brochure starts with the
woman. This is a key shift we
think makes the conversation with
pro-choice advocates much more
productive. Instead of focusing
only on the baby, we communicate
with our printed materials that we
care about every human being,
including the woman and the baby.

We took one of our
2000 Exhibit panels
which volunteers have
used most often to
guide conversations,
and we’ve expanded it
to two pages to make
the pictures bigger and
the detail easier to see.

Many pages in the
brochure feature
links to more
information,
encouraging the
reader to go deeper
with videos,
pictures, sources,
evidence, and facts.

In giving the benefit
of the doubt to both
pro-choice and prolife advocates, this
free speech board
comment models one
way to create dialogue
that can change hearts
and minds.

Instead of minimizing the
circumstances of rape,
incest, health of the
mother, and health of the
unborn child (because
these reasons are behind a
very small percentage of
abortions), we devote an
entire page to them,
communicating that they
are important to consider.
To strengthen the point, we
have made “stopping the
violence against women”
one of our first “next
steps” for people to
consider in response to the
question of unintended
pregnancy and abortion.

Download the Brochure to Your Smartphone or Request a Paper Copy:
www.jfaweb.org/brochure

Loving Every Human Being with JFA

Resource Bulletin — November 2018
Pray for Recent and Upcoming Events (Partial List): Our team has been busy in Oklahoma and
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Texas these past few weeks, and we’re preparing for upcoming events in New Mexico. Please pray for
the many conversations we’re creating and the Christians we’re training for a lifetime of service.
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Oct. 29-30 (Norman, OK): Outreach Event — University of Oklahoma
Nov. 11 (Denton, TX): Interactive Workshop — Denton Bible Church
Nov. 12 (Denton, TX): Interactive Workshop — University of North Texas
Nov. 13-15 (Denton, TX): Kiosk Outreach Events — University of North Texas
Nov. 27 (Albuquerque, NM): Interactive Workshop — University of New Mexico
Nov. 27 (Austin, TX): Panel Discussion — Jeremy Gorr — Texas Students for Life Event
Nov. 28 (Wichita, KS): Interactive Workshop — Tammy Cook — SEAS Catholic Church
Nov. 28-29 (Albuquerque, NM): Kiosk Outreach Event — University of New Mexico
Dec. 1 (Pomfret, MD): Keynote & Panel — Steve Wagner — Charles County Right to Life
Dec. 5 (Arkansas City, KS): Interactive Workshop — Sacred Heart Catholic Church
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See More Details, More Events, and Photos from Recent Events: www.jfaweb.org/calendar

Featured Resource for Equipping Yourself: Learn to use JFA’s new “Invitation to Dialogue”
Brochure in the third section of JFA’s updated “Learn at Home” Program. It features a short script
you can use to start a conversation with a friend using the brochure. It also includes a longer script
that helps you dig deeper into all of the resources referenced in the brochure. The entire “Learn at
Home” Program takes just one hour to complete (followed by a conversation you start with a friend),
and this portion of the program takes only 15 minutes!
View/Download/Request the Brochure: www.jfaweb.org/brochure
See Part 3 of the Learn at Home Program: www.jfaweb.org/learn-at-home
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Featured Conversation Starter:

What can I
do to love
every human
involved in
unwanted
pregnancy?

Use JFA’s new “Invitation to Dialogue” Brochure to start a
conversation with a friend in a natural way. (Download the brochure to your phone or request a
paper version at the link below.) The brochure begins with an invitation to understand and show
concern for women experiencing unintended pregnancy: “Unintended pregnancy is not simple, and
it’s not easy.” Then it invites the viewer to consider the question, “Is the unborn a human being with
equal rights?” After being warned, the viewer can lift a page to view accurate, graphic images of early
abortions, and the brochure asks if the pictures depict a medical procedure or the killing of a human
being. Finally, the brochure invites the viewer to explore solutions for unintended pregnancies.
View the Brochure, Download It to Your Phone, or Request a Paper Copy: www.jfaweb.org/brochure

About the Loving Every Human Being with JFA Resource Bulletin
Friends of JFA ask, “What can I do to love every human involved in unwanted pregnancy?” This resource
bulletin offers some answers. Supporting JFA financially enables JFA’s trainers and volunteers to create
conversations that kindle affection for unborn children and their parents, but beyond that, you can PRAY
for conversations the JFA community is creating, PREPARE for conversations, and START conversations.

www.jfaweb.org/this-month
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